In (1) A is the Laplacian operator and O/Ov is the derivative in the direction of the outward normal to the boundary. A conformal transformation method (CTM) has recently been proposed [6] for the numerical solution of problems of type (1). In particular, this method has been developed to deal with problems containing boundary singularities for which standard numerical techniques, such as finite differences and finite elements, fail to produce accurate solutions.
The CTM consists of three conformal transformations whose combined effect is to map G =R w S in the w = x + iy plane onto the rectangle
in the w'= ~ + i r/ plane and thus to transform the original problem in G into the problem, 
and hence if P-(x, y)E G is mapped into P'= (r ~/)e G', it follows that u(P)= v(P') and so from (4) the solution of (1) 
where T(w) is a function of w, analytic in R, so that (5) is a conformal mapping of Oew-plane onto G1 = the upper half z-plane.
(ii) The bilinear transformation,
t= T(w4 )_T(wl ) " z--T(w2) J
mapping G~z-plane onto G2-the upper half t-plane.
(iii) The Schwarz-Christoffel transformation,
K(m)
where sn denotes the Jacobian elliptic sine and K(m) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind with modulus,
m=[.[ T(w4)--T(w2) T(w3)-T(wO -

T(w3)-T(w2)
The effect of (7) is to map G 2 ~t-plane onto the rectangle G', given by (2) with
The form of the mapping function T(w) clearly depends on the geometry of the domain R. However, once transformation (5) is constructed, the solution of (1) is determined from (6), (7) and (4) by a standard procedure which is described with full computational details in [-6 ].
In [5] and [-6 ] the CTM is applied to problems defined in rectangular domains which contain boundary singularities. In these cases for bounded domains the mapping function T(w) is a Jacobian elliptic sine and for a semi-infinite strip it is a trigonometric cosine. In the present paper we apply the CTM to problems of type (1) defined in non-rectangular polygonal regions containing re-entrant comers at which
